ARTIST INDEX

**Chart Codes:**
- **B200** (The Billboard 200)
- **BG** (Bluegrass)
- **BL** (Blues)
- **CA** (Country Airplay)
- **CS** (Christian Songs)
- **CU** (Country Airplay)
- **DE** (Dance/Electronic)
- **DR** (R&B Digital Songs)
- **DS** (Dance Songs)
- **EW** (Easy Listening)
- **H100** (Hot 100)
- **HA** (Hot Alternative)
- **HD** (Hot Dance Club Songs)
- **HJ** (Hot Jazz)
- **JZ** (Hot Jazz)
- **L100** (Latin 100)
- **LAC** (Latin Airplay)
- **LAP** (Latin Pop Airplay)
- **LPA** (Latin Pipa)
- **LT** (Latin Tropical)
- **LR** (Latin Rock)
- **LRM** (Latin Rap/Musica Urbana)
- **LA** (Latin Alternative)
- **LX** (Latin X)
- **LPS** (Latin Pop Songs)
- **LPA** (Latin Pop Airplay)
- **M** (Mainstream Rock)
- **MD** (Mainstream Digital Songs)
- **MAD** (Mainstream Adult Contemporary)
- **MI** (Mainstream Independent)
- **MO** (Mainstream Other)
- **MR** (Mainstream Rock)
- **MT** (Mainstream Top 40)
- **MRD** (Mainstream Regional Mexican)
- **MTS** (Mainstream Songs)
- **PA** (Pop Alternative)
- **PC** (Pop/Contemporary)
- **PCD** (Pop/Contemporary Digital Songs)
- **PCP** (Pop/Contemporary Pipa)
- **PCA** (Pop/Contemporary Airplay)
- **PCAS** (Pop/Contemporary Alternative Songs)
- **PCPP** (Pop/Contemporary Pop Pipa)
- **PCPS** (Pop/Contemporary Pop Songs)
- **PE** (Pop/Electronic)
- **PEW** (Pop/Electronic/Worship)
- **PL** (Pop/Alternative)